Countless thoughtful people are now so disgusted with the marriage of bad theology and hypocritical behavior by the church that a new Reformation is required in which the purpose of religion itself is reimagined.

Meyers takes the best of biblical scholarship and recasts these core Christian concepts to exhort the church to pursue an alternative vision of the Christian life:

Jesus as Teacher, not Savior Christianity as Compassion, not Condemnation Prosperity as Dangerous, not Divine Discipleship as Obedience, not Control Religion as Relationship, not Righteousness

This is not a call to the church to move to the far left or to try something brand new. Rather, it is the recovery of something very old. Saving Jesus from the Church shows us what it means to be a Christian and how to follow Jesus teachings today.

My Personal Review:
If you suspect the political hijacked Jesus to cull the cattle for ill-gotten gains, then you are not alone, and will want to read "Saving Jesus from the Church" by Robin Meyers. Robin's book is well written and edited. Robin confirms and provides additional insights into my own independent conclusions. This book adds meat to the bones of the evolution and political derailment of Christianity. For example, state-sponsored terrorism extends beyond the Roman crucifixion, and includes "kinder and gentler" practices such as usurping Jesus' teachings by way of Roman-inspired creeds, culling the masses through all forms of mass media that redefines the meaning and definition of Jesus (bible capitalism), and pruning the vine
branches of reform that don't fit the usurped message by way of owning and selectively dispensing societal sins for purposes of further prodding the goy cattle.

For those who stand as testament to the ill-motivated evolution of Christianity, Robin's book provides further evidence for the resolve to rescue Jesus' teachings for His followers, and none too soon.

For More 5 Star Customer Reviews and Lowest Price:
Saving Jesus from the Church: How to Stop Worshiping Christ and Start Following Jesus
by Robin R. Meyers - 5 Star Customer Reviews and Lowest Price!